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What’s in this newsletter?

Email marketing can be an inexpensive way to reach your customers and letting 
them know of new products or services you are offering, or even just to stay in 
touch.

The problem with email is that no matter how much has gone into the design, 
the customer thinks of email as “free”. Email has no intrinsic value and therefore 
greater care is needed than with any other marketing medium to avoid appearing 
cheap and/or annoying customers. Remember, like yourself your customers are 
overworked and inundated with communications.
Here are some simple rules for effective email:

Personalise
Like other forms of direct marketing, having a personal relationship and showing 
the customer you know about them as an individual encourages a response.

Make It Interactive
Encourage replies, questions and other interaction. Some people like to share 
ideas, concerns and even have a rant.  Because it’s slightly impersonal email does 
encourage over the top comments sometimes, but this is a critical opportunity 
to engage one on one with a customer.

Make Unsubscribing Easy
Electronic data laws mean you must allow for unsubscribing anyway, but there 
is a skill to this. “If you would rather not receive these mailings, please send me 
a blank email titled ‘No thanks’”, is far better than “To unsubscribe, click this link”. 
For one thing you’re much more likely to get a reason when they send you the 
blank email (plus the opportunity to engage directly etc) and also some people 
will set their spam filters to block anything with “Unsubscribe” or other common 
words. This leads to the next item...

Email Marketing-   Getting It Right!
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Avoid Spam Filters
Spam filters work on a points scoring system, rating several things like content 
and target destinations. As an example of how this works, if your email had the 
word Viagra anywhere in it, you’d be very lucky if it reached customers at all. 
Spam filters usually trigger at anything over 200 emails with substantially the 
same message from the same address.

Don’t Oversaturate
It’s sometimes tempting and really easy to do, especially if you have a good 
response to an initial email. At most, you should consider one follow up to a 
successful email. Leave a reasonable time between emails, and remembering at 
all times that “What’s in it for the customer” must be prominent.

Include an Offer, and a Call to Action
It is marketing after all (unless it is a newsletter). 

You’ll probably already know that TSI Systime was appointed as the 
Australian distributor for Autoline earlier in the year. A big feather in our 
cap, but also a lot of work and a big responsibility.

With this addition we took on an established team of Australian based 
staff and opened a new office in Sydney. There was a lot of work to do 
in Australia, firstly getting around all of our new clients, then working 
through all of the outstanding work left by the previous distributor, and 
finally – but most importantly – getting NZ staff acquainted with the 
Australian clients and conversely Sydney based staff familiarised with NZ 
clients.

We also had a significant job physically linking Sydney into our support centre systems so that all staff have the same access to our phone support 
queues and call logging software. Fortunately, as we have our own in-house computer engineering team, this significant project was completed quickly 
and without fuss.

Operations manager Tracey Atkins says that the initial phase (transition, assimilation and familiarisation) was completed in June. “Throughout this 
process we needed to make sure New Zealand clients weren’t disadvantaged in any way and while this transition has put a lot of pressure on our people, 
we’re through the hardest part now. We remain extremely busy in general however.”

Tracey says that consolidation of some parts of the operation have been very successful so far with software development centralised to Auckland, for 
example. “It’s beneficial to have programmers working together in one office. They are more productive and information flow is quicker.  Consolidating 
wherever possible will increase our economy of scale benefits as we grow.” 

Sales director Paul Wilkinson reports that the Australian market is potentially enormous for TSI Systime. “The large incumbent DMS provider in the 
Australian market is losing ground quickly, mainly through what appears to be several years of poor customer service. It seems our timing is rather 
fortunate and there is a lot of interest.” 

“Having said that, it is only since June that we have started to actively look for new business in Australia. We are well aware that if we had gone looking 
for new business earlier than this we may very well have compromised our service delivery to existing customers on both sides of the Tasman.”

Tracey reports that staff recruitment for the next phase of growth is underway and TSI Systime expects to take on up to four new staff over the next 
6-9 months. “We have just created another senior level client relationship position, and will also be bolstering the programming and support teams.”

In the Australian Market



Security and Threats

TSI Group now encompasses 9000 users in 15 countries, and our own 70 staff in Auckland, 
Sydney and Christchurch (including several staff who work from home at least some of the 
time). 

Increasingly the needs of customers as well as our own requirements means remote 
connectivity, using a range of devices, isn’t something we need to plan for. It’s arrived 
already!

While this situation has been building, our data centre was starting to run out of space. 
In 2011 we decided to virtualise our entire system and build a real, modern hosted data 
centre. This has involved a significant cost commitment and thousands of hours of training 
and learning (still ongoing) through the first half of 2012 but was commissioned and taken 
live in early July. 

TSI Technical Operations Manager Kayleen Currie is overseeing the implementation of the 
new hosted solution. “We are up and running, have plenty of work to do, and if anything 
it looks like we have underestimated demand. There are a few clients already transferred 
into the new virtual environment and we also have an unexpected number of customers 
lining up for implementations in coming months. In and around this we are moving our 
own systems and infrastructure, and with the demand we have from customers, moving 
ourselves could take up to a year. Fortunately we have the luxury of doing this at our leisure.”

For obligation free advice about any aspect of hosting, disaster recovery or security contact 
Kayleen on: Email: kayleen.currie@tsinz.co.nz Phone: +64 9 5832482

TSI Group Hosting and Disaster Recovery Strategy
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Lower Costs
Apart from not having an up front capital cost, 
where your software is installed in a totally hosted 
environment, all hardware and associated costs are 
included in a monthly subscription charge. There are no surprises. The host company handles all service and network management, updates and 
backups. Sharing these costs with other customers ensures economy of scale savings and these typically come in at 30-40% of ‘doing it yourself’ 
hardware and networking. Growth is easy too. A virtualised hosted environment means growth is simply achieved by adding processing power and 
data storage space. You never need to allow for (and pay for) possible future growth when buying servers and hardware again. You simply add users as 
you grow.

Hosted Servers
Hosted servers are usually placed in secure data centres that have inbuilt cooling, fire protection and self-generated power capabilities. It is important 
that business systems are hosted in ‘private cloud’ facilities. These give you all the benefits of public cloud, but with the security of knowing where your 
data is at all times.

Increased Security
As more web-based and remote technologies are being employed, security is becoming a major issue. Web security in particular is becoming a major 
problem for small and medium sized businesses. The cost of mid-range firewalls ($15,000) and the intensive training costs involved in  providing 
comprehensive web security means it is beyond the abilities of most small I.T. companies. It is also near impossible to keep up to date with security 
updates and patches for these firewalls unless there is dedicated resource directly employed to oversee this. 

Disaster Recovery
Christchurch has taught us that comprehensive Disaster Recovery doesn’t just mean having back up tapes or disks. It means minimizing or eliminating 
lost work and re-keying in the event of a system fault. It means even if the entire hosted environment is destroyed/unavailable, after a short time for 
reconfiguring the system, your business can be up and running again. This is usually achieved by having ‘mirror’ sites where the entire system is backed 
up—on an almost live basis—and can be turned into the live system if that fails.

Mobile and Remote Access
Remote access is opening up new opportunites and new challenges. As web-based and remote use of all types grows providing secure connections to 
the system is rapidly becoming the biggest problem facing I.T. providers and customers. Hosted environments cater for a range of connections without 
compromising security, system operation or user experience for the non-remote users.

We have had five staff changes, all additions 
since our last newsletter.

Jenny Cheeseman 
An experienced Autoline user, both as an 
operator and a former consultant joined the 
team after emigrating from England in late 2011.

Andy Windibank 
An experienced KCML (the language Autoline is 
written in) programmer rejoined us after three 
years away.

Alan Hewetson
A familiar face to the NZ dealership market, Alan 
joined us in September as Key Client Manager. 
Alan will become one of our key contact points 
with clients at all levels of management.

David van Greunen, Stephanie Tuazon and Leisa 
Hallatt 
Joined us in early 2012 from the previous 
Autoline distributor in Australia. All are based in 
NSW.

Systime Staff Changes
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SAM is Systime’s sister company, with close to 3000 workshop software (SAM) and dealer management system (Orion) clients throughout New Zealand, Australia, the 
Pacific and Asia.

In February 2012 SAM purchased Christchurch-based Synergy Business Solutions. Since the 1990’s Synergy has been SAM’s primary competitor in the independent 
service and repair workshop market and with the acquisition their combined share of this market has grown to almost 50%. 

Over 80% of those independent workshops that use a specialist motor industry system run either SAM or Synergy.

As part of the sale, all of Synergy’s Christchurch staff have been retained, as have Synergy’s premises in Addington. This gives TSI a real South Island presence for the first 
time. With the group also securing offices and now having resources on the ground in Australia via the Autoline distributorship, both SAM and Orion have experienced 
a spike in Australian interest and sales throughout the first half of 2012, and the first Australian sales agent has been appointed in Brisbane.

SAM and Orion compete very favourably with Australian-sourced business software in the automotive and related markets, and plans are now developing to have the 
first resident Australian staff employed in 2013 (currently all sales, implementations, training and support in Australia are carried out by NZ staff).

Company News 3

Software Support Centre

Systime Automotive Solutions is part of the TSI Group of companies. New Zealand’s premier provider of business management solutions to the automotive industry.

TSI Group is New Zealand’s largest software house providing solutions and support to the automotive and related industries.

The three companies in the group provide software, hardware and business systems to the entire automotive market from manufacturers/distributors and the largest dealership groups to the 
smallest repair and service businesses…....and everything in between.

In total about 9000 users in well over 3000 business locations use TSI, Systime or SAM services every working day. 

TSI also increasingly exports Kiwi ingenuity to the world, with SAM and Systime sharing several hundred users in 13 countries including Australia, Asia and the Pacific.

TSI Group News

TSI PRIVATE CLOUD SERVICES - Efficient, Secure, Reliable

Backup Media
Please remember that if you are sending in backup media, 
ensure that it is correctly labelled with your Company 
details and it is sent to the attention of the Consultant to 
receive it.

Standard Support Hours
Monday to Friday 
7:30 am to 5:30 pm (NZST/AEST) 

Phone: (09) 583 2424
Fax: (09) 583 2427 
E-mail: systimesupport@systime.co.nz

After Hours Support
Available by arrangement. 
Contact Tracey Atkins
Phone: (09) 583 2420 or 
E-mail: tracey.atkins@systime.co.nz

Online Help
Autoline has Online Help, accessible from the Module 
menu or within each function using the HELP button. 
Autoline Help is context sensitive, meaning it will 
automatically take you to the area of the help system 
relevant to what you are doing in Autoline at the time. 
This will provide you with an explanation of the menu/
function and also details of what is required in the fields 
within the screen you are in. 

User Instructions
Systime provides access to Autoline Manuals and User 
Instructions via your Kprint Server, within the directory 
C:\Manuals. An update service runs nightly and this will 
make any necessary changes to this documentation 
automatically. To access from your PC you will first need to 
map to this directory (call Systime Support for assistance).  
Once the mapping is in place, we suggest a shortcut to 
the folder is placed on your desktop. The directory has 
sub folders for each module and provides the full (United 
Kingdom sourced) Manuals plus user instructions on 
specific processes, eg. Creating a Technician or Creating a 
Sundry Purchase Order

Faxes
When sending faxes through to Systime Support please 
ensure that we can identify who they are from by sending 
to the attention of the appropriate Consultant, and also 
add the name of the person who is sending it.

Emails
If your support call is not urgent another choice of contact 
to the Support Centre is via email.  Our email address is 
systimesupport@systime.co.nz. We recommend that 
email queries are always directed to this email address 
rather than individual Consultants.  This will ensure that 
if a Consultant is on-site or away, your email is always 
acknowledged and actioned.

SAM Buys Competitor
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TSI’s ‘Private Cloud’ virtulised hosting environment was finally launched in 
June, after several months of planning, training and equipment installation. 
The new system allows for unlimited growth and incorperates inbuilt backup 
and disaster recovery facilities. this means the days of one business, one 
server are gone and multiple clients can share processing power and storage 
simultaneously, giving more performance for less cost.
Several clients are already running live on the new system and TSI is steadily 
building its knowledge and other resources to be in a position to cater for an 
exoected 100+ clients a year to be converting to a hosted solution by the end 
of 2013.

Computer Engineering and Cloud Computing
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The increasing use of tablets, smart phones and other devices offers all businesses mobility 
and increased productivity. As cloud technology also comes into common use, the separation 
is blurring between our internal business systems and the various external systems and data 
sources we are connected to.

Naturally the biggest challenge is going to be working out how to use these new communication 
forms to increase sales etc, but from an IT perspective the next most important issues are 
security (which we’ll deal with in the next newsletter) and choosing the right devices that will 
work with our systems. 

Which Device?
Before we look at how to make decisions about devices, there is another factor to this explosion 
in remote access. In many cases our staff are using their own devices. 

Are we seriously going to compel or incentivise staff on their choice of smart phone or tablet? 
Or does it make more sense to provide a connectivity platform that works with just about 
everything?

We’ve been looking at this for over a year now and our solution both for our own internal use 
and, going forward, the software and other systems we develop for clients is to make all access 
Platform Independent. 

You Don’t Want To Be Restricted To Particular Devices. 
One add-on product we’ve seen in the Australian market in particular involves an  application that runs exclusively on Apple iPads. That’s 
not much use if you run Android or Windows tablets. 

Do you really want to be forced to buy iPads?
Apple currently has 60% of the tablet market but what happened in the smart phone market, where iPhone was once 100% of all sales and is now under 15% 
(Samsung Galaxy-the leading Android device is now 33%), suggests that within a couple of years iPad will be overtaken by something else, probably Asian 
Android devices. 

Wherever possible all future TSI Group/Systime remote connectivity development will work on all makes and models of devices. This means you are free to 
purchase the right devices for  your business safe in the knowledge that we can work with them, and all existing devices will be usable too. There are no 
restrictions and it’s going to come down to personal  preference. 

If you’re looking for pointers...
Should you use a tablet or not? 7, 10 or 13 inch screen? Android, iOS, Windows? - we possibly aren’t the best people to be giving this advice because we have 
60-something staff and 60-something different opinions. We’ve intentionally purchased a range of smart phones and tablets for our own staff and what tends to 
happen is people become familiar with the first device they use and then find it hard to change.

Apart from “look and feel” and personal preference, the functionality differences between devices are tiny.

Q- I want to know where a payment was allocated on a certain date? Can I find this?
A- Yes this is in the Sales Ledger report A06. Run this report and enter the date the payment was made.

Q- I am setting up a new loan car and can’t get it to save. 
A- This is a common problem that catches many users out. The system needs to have the vehicle’s fuel 
tank capacity details filled in on the CRM vehicle record (this is on the Secondary Detail’s tab).

Q- I am unable to charge out a part that is at ‘B’ (backorder) status.
A- B status means that the quantity of free stock available does not fulfil the quantity required. You can 
invoice the free stock the is available by selecting the parts line on the WIP and then selecting the ‘Split’ button. At this point you can then choose to invoice the free stock 
available. Note that the ‘Split’ button only appears if there is some free stock available to partially fulfil the requirement.

Q- I have had my PC replaced and my Point of Sale defaults to Parts instead of Service (or vice versa).
A- The quickest, easiest way to get you working is for the Systime Support Centre to quickly 
copy the settings of another terminal in your department, because it will be printing to the 
same printers etc. 
Check your Autoline terminal number – this is in brackets next to your login in the blue bar 
at the top of your Autoline screen – then find another terminal in your department with 
the same printer settings as you would normally have. Give the Support Centre a call with 
these numbers handy and we can then quickly reset your terminal using the settings from 
the other one.

Q- I have a stock vehicle that is not showing on Trade Me/Website, all the other stock 
vehicle are showing.
A- The most common reason for a vehicle not to be automatically uploaded is that it does not have a 17-digit VIN number in Autoline.  If you have checked that the vehicle 
has a 17-digit vin number, please contact the Support Centre and we will assist you further.

Tablets and Phones - Platform Independence

Devices currently available are 
the newly launched iPhone 5 
and the Windows Surface table 
due in Australasia in October.

FAQs - Frequently Asked Questions
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